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Senior Judges Report 
 

Name of Track      Rideau Carleton Ottawa 

Date     Sunday 19 May 2019 Post Time 18:30 

Weather   Race 1 - 14: Overcast (Temp: 14 deg. C) 

Track Condition Race 1 - 14: Fast (Variant 0 secs)   

Number of Races 14 Qualifying races  3 SC Total Entries  107/110 

Mutual Handle $301,807 

Contact  
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Senior Judge Associate Judge Associate Judge 

Weber, Michael Coles, Sharla Frenette, Ben 

Report on day’s events:  

(Accidents, claims, fines and/or suspensions, objections and/or disqualifications, refunds and any other pertinent incidents)  …. 

Office: 

 Trainer transfers approved for KINDA LIKE HER (ON287) and TOPVILLE CHROME 
(4MP14) from Jacques Primeau to Gilles Gendron.  

 Review with driver Donald Jobin concerning the performance of AMERICAN 
ASSASSIN from race 8 on 12 May. After reviewing the race video and hearing the 
explanation of the participant (and later reviewing race 3 from 16 December 2018), Mr. 
Jobin was adjudged guilty of violating AGCO rule 22.12 (driving in an unsatisfactory 
manner) and assessed a driving suspension of 10 days to be served 30 May to 8 June, 
inclusive (SB 50944).   

Races: 

 Mario Baillargeon excused from one drive.  

1. COLLECTOR CLASSIC #5 suffered broken equipment (trotting boot) before the ¼ mile 
pole and finished with broken equipment. ALACRITY #6 suffered broken equipment 
(headpole) after the start and finished with broken equipment. Clear.  

2. Clear.  

3. Reviewed break by #1 RUSTYS FLYING (Mario Baillargeon) before the ¼ mile pole; 
while off stride #1 caused interference to #2 MOMARA and #5 TAME THE DAME; no 
placing necessary as #1 finished last (7th). Clear.  

4. Reviewed break by #2 STONEBRIDGE HALL (Mario Baillargeon) before the ¼ mile 
pole; while off stride #2 did cause interference to #1 DEUCE DEUCE DEUCE, #4 AJ 
DESTINY & #7 MELANIE G; no placing necessary as #2 finished last (7th).  
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Inquiry concerning possible interference between #3 MASSMADE (Gilles Gendron) 
who finished 6th and #5 AJ DESTINY (Stephane Pouliot) who finished 4th after the ¾ 
mile pole; after reviewing the video and speaking with both drivers it was determined 
that Mr. Gendron did allow his horse to enter inside of #5 (who had partially moved out 
while following #4 PRECIEUSE CC (Claude Beausoleil)) without sufficient clearance for 
the sulky, strike several pylons and break stride, no violations and no placing 
necessary. Clear.  

Video: https://youtu.be/a8B8B5dTLtI  

5. MITT JAGGER #6 suffered broken equipment (headpole) after the ¾ mile pole and 
finished with broken equipment. Clear.  

6. Clear.  

7. Clear.  

8. ARDYNE SPORTSTAR #9 suffered broken equipment (buxton) after the start and 
finished with broken equipment. Clear.   

9. Clear.  

10. Clear.  

11. Clear.  

12. Late vet scratch (sick) of #1 TRINITY LAURIE by the trainer, refund: $67. Clear.  

13. Place photo sent out without the finish line being properly positioned due to an 
equipment malfunction; the correct photo was sent out immediately thereafter. Clear.  

14. Breathalyzer retest. Inquiry on #1 SPORTSCAM (Guy Gagnon) who finished 5th, and 
who broke before the ½ mile pole; while off stride #1 did cause an interference break to 
#6 ROCZEN HANOVER (Stephane Brosseau) who finished 9th and interference to #5 
MACH LIAM (Rodney LaFromboise) who won the race; #1 was placed 9th (AGCO rule 
22.09). Clear.  

Video: https://youtu.be/O56xDgucF48  

Claims: 

 3 #1 RUSTYS FLYING (1 claim) for $8,750 by 2099551 Ontario & John MacMillan (J. 
MacMillan trainer).  

 9 #2 CAMS LUCKY SAM (1 claim) for $15,000 by Ecuries Guy Gagnon, Gestion Bruno 
Blouin & Gestion Louis Latulippe (Guy Gagnon trainer).  
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